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Abstract. In the last decades an increase in extreme precipitation events was observed all over the
world and, specifically, over Europe. The moisture transport from oceans towards the continent is
one of the main factors affecting precipitation patterns. Due to the influence of climate change on
moisture transport, investigating the changes in moisture transport from the oceanic sources is of
especial interest; resulting particularly relevant the association between transport changes and
extreme precipitation events. For the European region, two main moisture sources were found to
contribute to precipitation, namely the North Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea. In this
work, the lagrangian particle dispersion model FLEXPART is applied in order to investigate the
contribution from these two sources over the region. The moisture contribution is computed taking
into account both climatological mean and extreme precipitation events. From these results, a
redistribution on the contribution from the sources is observed associated with extreme
precipitation events.
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1. Introduction
On the recent years the precipitation patterns have changed due to the effect of climate change
[1]. This change is especially relevant in terms of extreme precipitation events [2]. Several studies
have observed an intensification in the occurrence of extreme events over different areas in the world
[2,3] and the occurrence is expected to double per degree of temperature increase [4]. Despite several
causes can be pointed to influence extreme precipitation patterns, the influence of moisture transport
is obvious. The changes observed in the moisture budget over main global moisture sources (such as
the North Atlantic Ocean or Mediterranean Sea) [5,6] affect the moisture transport towards continents
and, eventually, could affect extreme precipitation patterns [7].
Over Europe, the extreme precipitation events are directly linked with synoptic systems such as
extratropical cyclones or atmospheric rivers [8-10]. Most of the cyclones enter the continent form the
North Atlantic or the Mediterranean region [9] while ARs have their origin on the transport across
the Atlantic [8]. For these reasons, these two sources are expected to be especially relevant on the
extreme precipitation events occurring over the region. The importance of these sources over Europe
have been previously highlighted by Nieto et al. [11] which attributed to those sources most of the
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moisture contribution in Europe. However, how these sources’ contribution affect extreme
precipitation was not analyzed in detail until the moment.
In this work the extreme precipitation events over Europe are investigated in terms of moisture
transport. Mediterranean Sea and North Atlantic moisture contributions are investigated and
compared between mean climatological contribution and extreme precipitation events, at the
monthly scale, in order to analyze the importance of these sources over the area.
2. Experiments
The present analysis investigates the moisture transport associated with extreme precipitation,
from the Mediterranean Sea (MED) and North Atlantic (NATL) moisture sources towards Europe,
being the particle dispersion model FLEXPART v 9.0 [12-15] applied for this purpose. The MED and
maximum NATL moisture sources areas are presented in Figure 1. The MED source corresponds to
the complete basin area and it is constant for every month. However, NATL was monthly defined by
Nieto et al. [11] by considering the 50th percentile on the Vertical Integrated Moisture Flux (VIMF) in
order to select the most evaporative area over the ocean. The monthly NATL moisture source’s extent
is presented in Figure S1.

Figure 1. Moisture sources definition according to Nieto et al [11]
The FLEXPART model allows to follow the trajectory of particles from the sources and to analyze
the moisture contribution that they produce over specific area. In this study the methodology
stablished by Stohl and James [16,17] is applied. An approximate number of 47000 and 10000 particle
trajectories are followed from the NATL and MED sources respectively towards continents for every
day in the period 1980-2018. The trajectories are followed during 15 days as this is the maximum
optimal time of integration for Lagrangian approaches (topt) as defined by Nieto and Gimeno [18].
In order to analyze the moisture variation experienced by the particles along their trajectories,
the position (in longitude and latitude) and the specific humidity (q) for every single particle are
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
recorded every 6h and the moisture variation (e-p) of the particle computed as 𝑒𝑒 − 𝑝𝑝 = 𝑚𝑚
being m
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

the mass of the particle, dq the variation in the specific humidity and dt the 6h time step. Over every
continental grid area (with 0.5°x0.5° resolution) the total moisture budget was computed by
considering all the particles that cross the area as follows:
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𝐸𝐸 − 𝑃𝑃 =

∑𝐾𝐾
𝑘𝑘=1(𝑒𝑒 − 𝑝𝑝)𝑘𝑘
𝐴𝐴

where K is the total number of particles crossing the area, E is evaporation, P is precipitation and A
is the total grid area. The moisture source is considered to contribute to precipitation if 𝐸𝐸 − 𝑃𝑃 < 0, so
in this study the moisture contribution is defined as |𝐸𝐸 − 𝑃𝑃 < 0| values.

The daily moisture contribution is computed over every grid point by considering the topt. At
every grid point the particles that leave the moisture source between 1 to topt days are considered in
the 𝐸𝐸 − 𝑃𝑃 computation. From the daily moisture contribution, both the monthly 39 years’
climatological averages (1980-2018) and extreme precipitation monthly composites are computed.
For the extreme precipitation result, the mean moisture contribution is computed taking into account
only those days with precipitation higher than the 95th percentile.
3. Results
3.1. Anomaly in moisture contribution
In order to analyze the moisture transport towards the European continent from the
Mediterranean Sea, the anomalies are computed. Figure 2 represents the anomaly in the moisture
contribution for extreme events compared with 1980-2018 climatology for January, April, July and
October. The months here analyzed are used to represent the situation for each season while the
remaining months are presented as supplementary material.

Figure 2. Anomaly on the moisture contribution from the Mediterranean region for extreme
precipitation events. Units in mm/day
In general terms, the moisture contribution from this source increases in association with
extreme precipitation events, being the increase higher over the Mediterranean coastal areas where
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values may surpass the 5 mm.day-1 in some locations. Despite the general increase the patterns vary
by season. In January the moisture contribution increase is located mainly over the coastal areas,
while in the remaining seasons the increase occurs over further regions. In spring (April) and autumn
(October) the contribution from the Mediterranean Sea shows higher values over eastern Europe (see
also Figure S2 in Supplementary Materials). However, in autumn the area of maximum increase is
more confined over southern areas. Finally, in summer the moisture contribution shows the lowest
increase associated to extreme events, being in this case the area of higher contribution mainly located
over eastern and South-Centre Europe.
In the case of the Atlantic source, the anomaly for extreme events associated with this source is
presented in Figure 3 for January, April, July and October; while remaining months are presented in
Figure S3. In this case, the contribution form the sources mainly increase over the western Iberian
Peninsula in all the seasons associated with extreme precipitation events. Central Europe also shows
a general increase in the moisture contribution, being the magnitude lower than over Iberian
Peninsula. As for Mediterranean Source, the lowest increase occurs in Summer. In this season the
moisture contribution is more homogeneously distributed over western Europe. In autumn
important increases can be observed over most of the southern European coast, a region where the
Mediterranean contribution especially relevant.

Figure 3. Anomaly on the moisture contribution (in mm/day) from the North Atlantic for extreme
precipitation events.
On Figure 2 and Figure 3, the variation in the moisture contribution associated with extreme
events is investigated. However, it is also of interest to compare the moisture contribution from both
sources. When directly comparing the moisture contribution from both sources (Figure 2 and Figure
3) it can be observed that the increase in the moisture contribution associated with extreme events is
higher for the Mediterranean Sea. However, to investigate which source contributes more to
precipitation could result of interest and is discussed below.
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3.2. Main moisture source variation
For this purpose, the Figure 4 represents over every grid point the source showing the higher
contribution. This result is presented for both, the mean climatological contribution and the extreme
precipitation events composite. As expected, the North Atlantic source is dominant over north
western Europe, while the Mediterranean is the main source in the south-eastern part of the
continent. Despite this general pattern, some variation can be observed between the climatology and
extreme precipitation situation.

CLIMATOLOGY

EXTREME EVENTS
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Figure 4. Dominant moisture source over Europe for climatology (left column) and extreme
precipitation events (right column). Purple color represents those areas with higher contribution from
the NATL source while greener areas represent the MED area of higher influence.
In January, the moisture contribution form the NATL seems to further penetrate into the
continent over northern areas associated with extreme events. However, the MED source expands its
influence over the eastern Iberian Peninsula. In April and October not important variations on the
sources’ distribution are observed. Finally, in July, the NATL area of maximum influence is reduced
being limited to the western area. It is important to notice the different patterns observed in Winter
and Summer. While in the former season the NATL region seems to penetrate into Central Europe,
in the later its effect appears reduced over most of eastern Europe.
5. Conclusions
In this work the moisture contribution from the North Atlantic (NATL) and Mediterranean
(MED) moisture sources associated with extreme precipitation events is investigated. Both sources
show a general increase in the moisture contribution for extreme precipitation days over most of
Europe. The increase is higher for Mediterranean source and show the lowest value in summer
associated with both sources. The area of higher influence associated with the sources shows a
redistribution in summer and winter. The North Atlantic penetrates further into Europe in winter
while its area of influence is reduced in summer. Further investigation needs to be performed in order
to analyze the causes of this redistribution.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/xxx/s1, Figure S1: NATL
source monthly variation, Figure S2: MED moisture contribution anomaly, Figure S3: NATL moisture
contribution anomaly.
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